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Review of most/All institutions

Clinical Mission & Vision

• Develop specific quality improvement plan

• Continuous improvement

• Focused on quality of clinical services

• Focused on quality of care provided for patients and led by clinical staff
Greatest Ironies of Modern Medicine

• The very environments created to heal are the cause of countless:

  – injuries, illnesses and death to the vulnerable population they were created to serve
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• Making the patient care process safer for patients.
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• Holding the provider accountable will contribute to Promoting safe environment for patients and staff

• Ensure consistency and sustainability of the most important component in healthcare delivery

----------------------------------------------

Patient safety
"The patient in the next bed is highly infectious. Thank God for these curtains."
Harm

• An injury in association with medical care (including the absence of indicated medical treatment) that requires or prolongs hospitalization and/or results in permanent disability or death.
THIS REPORT SAYS MEDICAL ERRORS SUCH AS INDECIPHERABLE PRESCRIPTIONS CAUSE THE DEATHS OF 98 PATIENTS A YEAR, OR IS THAT 98,000? IT'S HARD TO READ THIS. IN ANY CASE, WE'RE SUPPOSED TO REPORT THEM, OR IS THAT REPEAT THEM?
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• Impact on organizational culture:

  – Clinical staff are open when errors are made

  – Define how staff should work together, and treat each other and interact with the system

  – Define how staff should treat and work with patients and their family
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• Address negligence and unacceptable behavior
• Accountability for improvement and safety at all levels
• Effective implementation and execution of P&P and analysis of outcomes for improvement
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• Measure many aspects of patient care including:
  – Health outcomes
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- Open and frequent communication with clinical and operational leadership
- Multi-disciplinary intervention
- Fair Blame culture:
  - System vs Individual errors
- Error reporting system (Close the loop)

*HR practice (Culture of safety)*
“Far and away the best prize that life offers is the chance to work hard at work worth doing.”

-Thomas Jefferson-